
Some Credible news sources for Climate Change News (VJ Michaux) 

 

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2021/ 

Nature Climate Change - a peer reviewed scientific Journal 

Monica Korenha   Excellent.  Used to be Monica and Miro, but Monica Klain went to work for the Biden 
administration.  You can sign up for daily emails which bundle current climate news  

Bloomberg Green – the climate news from Bloomberg – excellent! 

DeSmog Blog – A great place to weed out fact from fiction.  They expose the error-laden bad press and 
the writers in the pockets of Oil, Gas, and Coal companies. Know who pays whom and how much! 

NoaaClimate.gov  - reliable and good 

“Ask NASA” - a climate Blog. https://climate.nasa.gov/blog_newsletter_signup/ 

Climate section of the Guardian 

NYTimes Environment and Climate Section 

C2EsBlog - The successor to the Pew Foundation blog on Climate 

WAPO Climate Section 

And a personal favorite – ClimateNexus.org 

My old favorite sheet by Joe Romm (Think Progress) is no more, but look for anything by him. He is an 
original and acclaimed expert in the field. 

IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The United Nations body for assessing the science 
related to climate change. https://www.ipcc.ch/ 

Climate Reality Project Blog – Al Gore’s group 

Planet Policy - Brookings 

There are countless other sources, too. One just has to be careful that they have good credentials, are 
not paid by mining, oil, gas, etc., and have a track record of truth. 

There are also many sources for individual actions people can take.  One very comprehensive one is by 
The Green Hub, a Canadian group that is a tinsy bit edgy, but has everything listed: Things you can do as 
well as some you probably cannot comfortably do. There also other lists of 50 things to do.  I like the 
one: https://globalwarming-facts.info/50-tips/ 

My number one suggestion to save the earth and our habitat for next 
generations? VOTE at EVERY level for people who will act responsibly and will 
act to cut greenhouse gases fast, both CO@ and Methane. 


